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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Quote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Albert Einstein" /></td>
<td>“Racism is a disease of white people. … I do not intend to be quiet about it.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Stephen Hawking" /></td>
<td>&quot;Trump could push the Earth over the brink, to become like Venus, with a temperature of 250 degrees, and raining sulphuric acid.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Elizabeth Warren" /></td>
<td>“I hear all this, you know, ‘this is class warfare.’ No. There is nobody in this country who got rich on their own. Nobody!”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Bill Gates" /></td>
<td>“A human worker’s income is taxed … If a robot comes in to do the same thing, we should tax the robot at a similar level.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Neil deGrasse Tyson" /></td>
<td>“I’m often asked whether I believe in Global Warming. I now just reply with the question: &quot;Do you believe in Gravity?”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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INTRODUCTION

The moral and mental cancer known as "liberalism" -- aka "progressivism" afflicts many millions of people from all socio-economic-educational strata of society. Ironically, those carrying the virus of this highly contagious mental disorder are neither "liberal" (a word derived from "liberty") nor "progressive" (a word derived from "progress"). Such self-serving labels mask the fact that the policies of "the Left" are tyrannically anti-liberty and thus, regressive.

How the hell do people who have buried us with crushing levels of taxation, excessive regulations, and stifling controls over “acceptable” speech and thought get away with calling themselves “liberal” – a word derived from “liberty?”

Liberals (aka “progressives’”) come in different shapes and shades of red. There are liberals of such extremely low intelligence and skills that
they have no choice but to look to the government for financial support. Of course, there are also many "conservatives" who aren't too bright either, but that's another story.

There are also liberals who only pretend to believe as they do because, in this mad world of ours, liberalism is usually a career enhancement. And there are still other liberals who also pretend to believe as they do because they are clever Marxists or Globalists who know that the slow poison of liberalism will ultimately destroy the remnants of Western Civilization so that they can erect their New World Order upon the ashes of the old.

Communist schemers like Karl Marx and Vladimir Lenin were no fools. They understood that well-meaning libtard savants could be used to achieve their hidden goal of global tyranny.

The topic of this pamphlet is far more specific than just "liberals." There is a certain class of these characters whom we shall henceforth
affectionately refer to as "libtard savants," or simply "libtards" (a politically incorrect hybrid of "liberal" and "retard), who, in certain areas of their brain capacity, are actually highly intelligent.

Miriam-Webster Dictionary defines "savant" as: a person affected with a mental disability (such as autism or mental retardation) who exhibits exceptional skill or brilliance in some limited field (such as mathematics or music); especially.

Libtard savants may boast of high IQ's, perfect SAT scores, advanced degrees in very challenging fields, academic and professional awards galore, high positions and top tier income levels. They can be very erudite (a $10 word for articulate), possess computer-like memories, talk a mile-a-minute and dazzle the easily-impressed with their seemingly vast reservoir of knowledge -- some of it real, some of it false knowledge.

*Libtard savants are very smart in specific areas.*
And yet, in matters worldly, political, cultural, moral, intuitive, economic etc., these high IQ libtard savants, many of them with Phds, will with great confidence and arrogance suddenly descend into shocking depths of the most juvenile stupidity and utter insanity ever witnessed outside of an insane asylum.

It is not merely the fact that libtards have inadvertently digested some erroneous data and therefore come to wrong conclusions on a few things. Anyone of us can make that mistake. Rather, it is their conceited arrogance, blood-boiling condescension, fallacious reasoning, rhetorical gymnastics and immovable stubbornness in the face of compelling evidence that drives one to want to choke the commie crap out of them, or at least bash them over the head with a tire iron in the hopes of driving some sense into them.

*How can such otherwise intelligent people be such political / cultural / economic dunces?*
How did such seemingly intelligent and "educated" people become so bloody damn stupid at the same time? The most obvious answer to the paradox of high-IQ libtard savants is that universities, and even High Schools, have become infested with Marxist professors who have mis-educated their students in matters political, moral and cultural. Though certainly true, the psychological roots of the mental disorder of libtardation run much deeper than this superficial intellectual cause.

For that special libtard savant in your life that you have been unable to convert to sanity and common sense, this pamphlet will help you to understand the origins and nature of his or her disorder. If you are a libtard savant yourself, understand that this analysis, in spite of its strong and mocking tone, is written with love -- in the sincere hope that a bit of bitter medicine may shock you back on the road to recovery.

For love’s sake, a good kick in the ass is what the stubborn libtard savant needs. This booklet is it!
CHILDHOOD THROUGH HIGH SCHOOL

Like most mental disorders, the vulnerability to libtardation -- not necessarily the disease itself -- usually takes root in early childhood. And that is where this pamphlet will begin. Back to kindergarten we go for some psychoanalysis.

Before a child has even set foot in kindergarten, parents who understand the importance of education will have already inculcated their enormously impressionable 5-year old with the belief that school is a wonderful place where caring professionals will teach him all the things he will need to know in life. From Day 1, such a child will view Ms. Crabtree (his very first teacher) as an important figure to be blindly obeyed and pleased.

During this critical psychologically formative time, the child will be highly praised and rewarded for parroting back his ABC’s and 123’s on command from Ms. Crabtree. At an early age, at a time when
the child's intellect is only slightly more developed as that of a chimpanzee, his or her delicate mind is already being conditioned to equate the **obedient regurgitation** of the words of an authority figure with the effusive praise, love, and self worth that we humans, especially as children, all feed on and need for emotional health.

*The little scholar is very proud of himself. // The conditioned "Pavlovian Dog" connection between obedient regurgitation and praise is made at an early age.*

As the schooling progresses throughout the early grades, year after year, the brightest and most well behaved young learners are singled out to receive the most praise. Conversely, the not-so-bright -- or maybe just plain bored -- students may be singled out for correction or even a bit of humiliation.

Naturally, the proud parents of the "smart kids" will enthusiastically reinforce the praise of the teacher, showering the impressionable child with hugs, kisses, compliments and gifts as they boast to adult peers and relatives about the early
achievements of their special little scholar. If the parents are not also instilling the moral virtues of wisdom and humility, a potentially harmful over-inflation of the intelligent child’s ego, along with the reflexive association of obedient conformity with rewards, (including parental love!) will begin to grow deep mental roots.

Parents naturally praise good grades. The child thus comes to associate the obedient regurgitation and authority worship of Ms. Crabtree with parental love.

When it comes to early grade-school subjects such as reading, writing, and arithmetic, the system of obedient repetition, memorization, testing and praise for good grades is a necessary and effective model of teaching the objective basics. That’s because the “3 R’s” are what they are. ABC and 123 cannot be distorted -- although, with some of the "Common Core" schemes today, even the basics are becoming subject to "relativity."
Repetition & praise is how kids learn “The 3 R’s.”

However, as the student advances through Middle / High School, he is exposed to subjects that may be open to "interpretation" -- such as History, Philosophy, Economics, Politics, and "Theoretical Science." At this phase of his "education," the regurgitation / reward model that worked so well with the basics can now leave the impressionable and unguarded "A-student" vulnerable to bad information or even deliberate manipulation. With the young student already conditioned to be an ape-like repeater, this is the critical point in which the cancer cells of the mental disorder of libtardation are injected into the student's mind.

They are smart and can memorize anything, but their critical minds have not been developed.
CORE BELIEFS OF LIBTARD-SAVANTS

The ego-gratification associated with the regurgitation & praise model is further reinforced during this time by separating out the "gifted & talented" students away from their "inferiors" and teaching them to repeat such rubbish as:

- America’s Constitution is outdated.
- Karl Marx was a great philosopher.
- The Civil War was about ending slavery.
- FDR’s phony New Deal saved America.
- World War 2 was some holy crusade.
- Picasso was the greatest artist.
- Modern Art is real art.
- Two parallel lines will eventually intersect in Einstein’s “curved space.”
- The universe was perfectly organized by a random "Big Bang."
- Man and all other creatures randomly "evolved" from bacterial pond scum.
- Senator Joseph McCarthy was an evil man who destroyed the lives of good people.
- Martin Luther King Jr. was a saint.
- A free market economy runs on greed and exploitation.
- Democrat Party Socialism is about charity and taking care of people.
- Taxes make a nation prosperous.
- Maya Angelou was a great poet.
- Men and women are the same.
• Race is an "artificial human construct."
• White people owe the world an apology.
• Western civilization is no better than the culture of any primitive tribe.
• Black poverty and crime is the result of “racism.”
• Manmade “Climate Change” is a fact.
• There are no government conspiracies.
• Neil deGrasse Tyson is a brilliant scientist.
• Homosexuality is normal.
• An unborn child is a mass of lifeless tissue.
• Gender is a matter of choice, not anatomy.
• Guns are evil and should be abolished.
• The purpose of religion and moral codes is to oppress people.

They Believe …

... that in the absence of any experimentation or direct observation, the math equations of a crippled crackpot can actually "prove" how the explosion of a dense ball of matter randomly blasted the universe into perfect harmonious order and symmetry "15 billion years ago."
... that a maggot, Marilyn Monroe and a maple tree all "evolved" from the same great, great, great etc. grandmother.

... that the simple integrated system on the left (a mousetrap) required intelligent design, but the complex integrated system on the right came about as the result of blind randomness and millions of accidental tiny “mutations.”
... that a tiny trace of parts-per-million of manmade CO₂ (plant food) will "trap" so much heat in the atmosphere that it will melt the ice of Antarctica -- a continent with average temperatures of -70 F!

... that the queer "modern family" on the left is "equal" to the healthy and normal family on the right.
... that massive taxation on the local, State and Federal levels is the path to prosperity -- all the while remaining blind to the fact that the "gifts" which Uncle Sam bestows upon the citizenry must be paid for with our own money.

... that the happy stay-at-home mother on the left is oppressed, but the burnt-out miserable corporate “human resource” on the right is liberated.”
... that the "painting" on the left (an ugly Picasso) is superior to the painting on the right (Norman Rockwell).

... that the disgusting "sculpture" on the left is superior to the sculpture on the right (Michelangelo’s ‘David’)
... that the cultural fashion on the left is equal to or even superior to the cultural fashion on the right.

... that the Olympic champion Bruce Jenner on the left is a man, but that thing now known as “Caitlyn” Jenner on the right is a "woman."
... that the sentient being on the left is human and must be protected, but the sentient being on the right is not human and can be brutally dismembered and dumped in the trash.

... that the White Klansman on the left is an evil racist -- but the violently racist Black Panthers on the right just need to be heard and understood.
...that identification requirements for health club members are logical, but identification requirements for voters are “racist.”

...that a protective fence or wall around their exclusive neighborhoods or homes is prudent and wise -- but such barriers at a nation’s border are “racist” and “xenophobic.”
... that burying future generations under many trillions of dollars of interest-bearing public debt can be “a good thing.”

“Believe it or not, the economy needs a sufficient amount of public debt out there to function well. And how much is sufficient? Maybe more than we currently have. .... what ails the world economy right now is that governments aren’t deep enough in debt.”

- Paul Krugman, Nobel Prize winning “economist” (ha!) / New York Slimes column titled, “Debt is Good,” 8-21-2015

COLLEGE LIBTARDATION

And on and on the madness goes. Some young scholars will be able to see through these self-evidently absurd reality inversions and actually rebel against their stupid teachers. Unfortunately, many other "straight-A" types, lacking in such capacity for independent thought, will, exactly they did with Ms. Crabtree's "ABC's" and
"123's," obediently conform to the all-mighty teacher and the sacred writ contained in textbooks -- as they rack-up additional "A" grades and garner additional reinforcing praise for doing so.

A+ for brainwashing

After effortlessly smashing the SAT tests, the next big "doggie-treat" for the young A-student comes when she is accepted to a "prestigious" university. Now she knows that she is really smart --- much better than all those inferior “vo-tech” kids who only got into community college or, worst of all, had to learn a trade/vocation. Oh what “uneducated” dummies they all are!

College Acceptance! Another boost for the ego.
At college, the star student continues -- to his benefit, and to his credit -- to regurgitate the complex material of challenging subjects such as physics, engineering, statistics, calculus etc. *However*, as he had in High School, he will also obediently regurgitate the Marxist crap contained in other subjects (*electives*). Only this time, the nonsense is even more psychologically powerful because it isn't just Ms. Crabtree talking now. No, the "facts" are coming from someone with the hallowed title of "professor." Ooooooh – hallowed be thy name!

_Because the student has never had cause to question the undeniable veracity of the math and applied science content presented to him, why would he question what any other textbook or Professor Pointyhead tells him?_

_Gullible “educated” college students guzzle down the liquefied commie crap spewed forth by Marxist or libtarded professors as if were mother’s milk. It’s Ms. Crabtree’s “ABC’s” and “123’s” all over again._
Long before graduation, the bright young scholar has been so psychologically conditioned that he is utterly incapable of distinguishing between the fact-based regurgitation of the objective courses (math, applied science, etc.), and the propaganda-based regurgitation of the subjective courses (electives, humanities, theoretical science etc). His ego is literally addicted to the praise/good grades of whatever godlike Marxist Professor is brainwashing him. The hard-earned (and expensive!) diploma represents the ultimate doggie treat and confirmation, in his mind, that he knows it all -- and needs to learn no further.

“This degree means I’m smarter than you and that I don’t need to learn anything else!”
Though they may graduate with high honors from “top schools,” they are just 22-year old kids destined for a lifetime of arrested intellectual development.

ADULT LIBTARDATION

Lacking any capacity for independent thought and having been pre-conditioned to believe that "educated" people watch 60 Minutes, the Nightly News and PBS talk shows, listen to NPR Radio, read the New York Slimes or the Washington Compost, and attend Modern Art exhibits -- the trendy post-Graduate libtard’s belief system is further reinforced by the media culture which now takes the place of Ms. Crabtree and Professor Pointyhead as authority figures. Unless libtard savant can drink something from the Electronic Toilet Bowl (TV) or read it in a “respected”
newspaper or journal, he won’t believe it – usually dismissing the truth as a “conspiracy theory.”

Libtard savants worship their morning newspaper as if it were Holy Scripture. / PBS’s Bill Moyers and Charlie Rose are boring, nonsense-spouting sophists pretending to be “intellectuals.”

The psychological dynamic, instilled in early childhood, never changes with a libtard savant. As his income rises, he becomes even more deeply convinced that he is smarter than others, except for the fellow “educated” libtards which he holds in high esteem as his “peers.”

In the insular cult world of the libtard savant, all of the “smart people” from varying fields socialize together – constantly reinforcing their mutual delusions. It would never occur to a libtard to seek out opinions and information which may not conform to the “consensus” of the “experts” or their peers. While fancying themselves as “free thinkers,” libtards actually live their intellectual lives in a stifling form of arrested mental development known as “political correctness.”
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To quote the great Russian writer / historian Solzhenitsyn, the “reasoning” of the libtard savant is marked by “hastiness and superficiality.” With both feet planted firmly in the air, libtard savant will often dabble in different fields and soon fancy himself an expert in each, solely on the basis of what other “respected” libtards have written.

Libtard savant reads an article about phony “Climate Change” in the Scientific American, and immediately regards himself an expert on climatology. He watches a propaganda program on the History Channel, and thinks himself an expert on World War II. He read an economics article in the New York Slimes by the notoriously wrong “Nobel-Prize winning” ass-clown, Paul Krugman, and then transforms into an economist.

White libtard savants also manifest bizarre and patronizing “virtue signaling” behaviors whenever around “minorities.” Like an overly friendly dog,
the libtard will start to wag his tail whenever in the presence of a Black, a Jew, a homosexual, or a Turd World migrant. Some White libtards will even adopt a child of another race, just to show the world how “tolerant” *(a favorite word of theirs)* they are.

“Look at me, everybody! Look at me!”
Virtue-signaling Hollywood libtards Charlize Theron and Mariska Hargitay show off their adopted Black babies as if they were designer handbags.

In extreme cases of libtarded conformity, in towns like Princeton, New Jersey for example, you’ll spot many of them driving Volvos and shopping at Whole Foods. Many of the older libtards *(male & female)* wear silver pony tails and sandals. They carry themselves with a certain air of insufferable
self-righteous ignorance that you can almost smell them out at first sight. They really are crazy!

Princeton, NJ – a beautiful “progressive” college town, but the “group-think” pollution is stifling.

LIBTARD SAVANTS ARE CONTROLLING

Because many high academic achievers are the product of hard-driving "tiger parents" who would not accept anything less than perfection, they have developed serious insecurity. In many cases, a child born into a family of such “academic abusers” has been conditioned to be fearful and anxious from early on.

To avoid abuse, the young student knows that he must organize and control his studies and give the “right answers” on his exams. This fear-based academic achievement will eventually shape an insecure individual who feels he must rigidly control everything and everyone in his intellectual orbit. Any ideas which are not “politically correct”
are seen, – in his reactive mind – as having the potential to inflict that childhood fear and anxiety upon him.

When high academic achievement comes as the result of suffocating parental demands, the star student will often grow up to be an insecure mental case who must always be “right.”

Because his psychological safety lies in the ability to control the thoughts of others, libtard savant not only needs to control the speech and thoughts of the disobedient inferiors within his little orbit, but, collectively with other "educated" libtard savants, the world at large.

When finally challenged on his belief system, the "educated" libtard’s entire self-worth is suddenly threatened. Telling him for example that manmade Global Warming / Climate Change is a Globalist scam is the equivalent, in his reactive mind, of saying that 2 + 2 is not 4! Being unable to imagine that other opinions even exist among intelligent people, the pompous libtard savant will, at first,
condescendingly laugh at you or disrespectfully roll his eyes as you disagree on a basic point of the libtard doctrine.

But when you respond intelligently with facts, data and Socratic logic to support your case, the libtard savant quickly becomes unhinged. He is internally conflicted by realizing, on a subconscious level, that he is wrong -- while knowing, on a conscious level, that to admit error will cost him the approval of Ms. Crabtree and ultimately get him kicked-out of the “smart kids club.”

In frantic defense of all that he holds dear, the libtard savant will verbally spin and twist, resorting to logical fallacy and slick sophistry. He will spout high-sounding platitudes. He will cite this or that authority figure. He will question your motives. He will question your "credentials." He will appeal to ridicule and appeal to "consensus," as he hits you with a litany of canned recitals, diversionary irrelevant factoids, circular arguments and weird analogies – all delivered with the rhetorical flair of a greaseball attorney.
If you can corner the smooth-talking serpent, he will strategically concede some points, before following up with a "yeah but" and returning to his original existential fallacy.

As you continue to expose each error and fallacy through the Socratic Method of questioning, the libtard savant will, just when you think you have him in your iron grip of reason, magically slip through your fingers like jelly. The jelly will then reconstitute itself into another ball of slime and attack you from another angle.
Debating with a slippery libtard-savant is like trying to squeeze jelly in your hands. Just when you think you shown him his error, he will drop a “yeah but” and slip through your fingers.

Because his bloated ego simply cannot bear the discomfort of being out-of-sync with the "in crowd" of "smart people," the mis-educated libtard will eventually stop debating. Should you continue to press the issue with facts and hard data, watch the oh-so "tolerant" and "open-minded" libtard really come apart! The fight or flight instinct is activated. He will verbally attack you in a personal way, accuse you, vilify you, dishonestly deflect and twist your arguments, privately wish death upon you, and ultimately, run away from you. How dare you disagree with Ms. Crabtree and Professor Pointyhead!

Yes. His mental disorder runs deeeeeeep.
Libtard # 1: Condescending, arrogant, and smug in his half-education and self worth.

Libtard # 2: Becomes unglued when challenged with facts: “Nazi! Nazi! Nazi!”

LIBTARD-SAVANTS ARE SOPHISTS

Sophistry is a rhetorical art form which relies upon ingenuity, logical fallacies and specious effectiveness rather than soundness of argument. A “sophist” (in the modern day sense of the word) is therefore a person who debates adroitly but reasons superficially. In some cases, sophistry is used to cover up the libtard savant’s underlying ignorance of the subject matter. Other times, the purpose of sophistry is to deliberately mislead.
What distinguishes the sophist from the run-of-the-mill ignoramus or liar is his ability to sound intelligent and informed. In some cases, libtards will indeed display sound reasoning and deep knowledge on a given topic. But when an ignorant sophist opines on matters which he does not understand, his bloated ego compels him to “fake it.” Whether he is a cunning liar or simply a puffed-up fool, the tactics sophistry are the same.

Sophists are articulate and engaging -- combining powerful command of the language, excellent diction and a vast vocabulary of $100 words thrown around to impress the weak-minded. The really effective libtard-savant-sophists are also skilled at using body language to enhance their phony facade of deep wisdom. Dramatic pauses for effect, pensive looks, constipated grimaces while speaking, pen-in-hand while making a point, and a hand-to-the-chin-and-lips (like the 'Thinker' statue) are some of the more recognizable gestures of the show-time sophist libtard. Think PBS!
Sophistry is only fit to make men more conceited in their ignorance.

(John Locke)

Abuse of words has been the great instrument of sophistry and chicanery, of party, faction, and division of society.

(John Adams)

LIBTARD SAVANTS HATE PHILOSOPHY

Beneath the facade of intelligence, the libtard savant is merely an advanced Pavlovian show dog. Through years of studious regurgitation and positive reinforcement, he may have learned to
design bridges, repair mangled bodies, program software, practice law, build companies from scratch, or design rockets. But he has never been taught the lesson of humility! He is an obedient conformist whose malleable mind can only be moved by the dictates of a "credentialed" authority figure of the ruling class – speaking through the Electronic Toiler Bowl.

Like a herd of stampeding lemmings, sheep or cattle; or a flock of birds sharply cutting left or right; or like teenage girls blindly following the latest fashion craze; the libtard savant is a “group-thinker.” If the Fake News, citing some “scientist,” were to claim that “studies show” that dog-shit sandwiches are actually delicious and nutritious, libtard savant will suddenly develop a taste for them and wolf them down as if they were White Castle mini-cheeseburgers.

The authoritative Fake News man in the TV set sets the path for group-thinking libtards.
The absolute worst among them tend to be the “theoretical scientists.” Notwithstanding their awesome proficiency with mathematics and computer-like recall of facts and figures, these types of non-experimental “scientists” are actually among the stupidest and most obediently conformist semi-retards that you’ll ever meet. Give one of these erudite clowns a quadratic equation and he’ll solve it on the back of napkin. But ask “Rain Man” to tie his shoelace, and watch libtard savant-scientist freeze up in confusion.

"One could not be a successful scientist without realizing that, in contrast to the popular conception supported by newspapers and mothers of scientists, a goodly number of scientists are not only narrow-minded and dull, but also just stupid."

James D. Watson

Libtard savants know not how to philosophize. Indeed, many of them openly disparage philosophy. Here are quotes from three of their iconic “scientists,” mocking Philosophy – the very rules of thinking that we use to pursue truth and unmask lies and errors.

Neil deGrasshole Tyson: “Philosophy is not a productive contributor to our understanding of the natural world .... It can really mess you up.”
Stephen Hawking: “Philosophy is dead. Philosophers have not kept up with modern developments in science. Scientists have become the bearers of the torch of discovery in our quest for knowledge.”

Bill Nye: “Philosophy is important for a while…. But you can start arguing in a circle…. Keep in mind, humans made up philosophy too.”

“Weekend at Bernie’s” stiff Hawking and Affirmative Action “scientist” DeGoofy Tyson mock philosophy because they lack wisdom.

The great Nikola Tesla – who once referred to Einstein as a “long-haired crank” - was surely the greatest scientific genius and inventor of the 20th Century (Google him!). And he had these libtard savants all figured out. Some great quotes:
Tesla understood that good philosophy, or logic, is the foundation of sound experimental science. But when a libtard savant “theoretical scientist” needs to work around the eternal rules of lie-detection, he simply ridicules philosophy, declares it “dead” or mocks truth itself as “relative.”

A libtard savant declaring that philosophy is no longer relevant is sort of like a local burglar telling you that installing a home alarm system, adopting a big guard dog and keeping a loaded pistol under your bed aren’t effective anymore; or a nervous
criminal, under interrogation, insisting that polygraph (*lie detector*) tests are not accurate.

But philosophy is not dead, and deep down, “scientists” like Degrasshole Tyson, the “talking” stiff Hawking and Nye all know it – which is why they want to replace philosophy (*Greek for “love of wisdom”*) with “theoretical science” (*love of slick talking sophistry, mathematical masturbation and rigged computer models*).

Philosophers THINK and question everything! Libtard savants only absorb and repeat what is written in the “critically acclaimed” books which over-simplify that which is complex, and over-complicate that which is simple.

Due to the psychological / emotional complexes implanted during childhood “education” and rewarded throughout life, the libtard savant is simply not capable of thinking "outside of the box." He lacks the capacity think his own thoughts – to understand the world - to understand the inner nature of man - to *be* his own man. And his tragic
'hard wired' arrogance (insecurity) will prevent him from ever even trying to.

1. The most easily conditioned breed of “dog” is the newspaper-reading “educated” libtard.
2. The stained glass window was designed by members of the elite Fabian Society of Great Britain in 1910. It depicts Globalist leaders forging a new world from above, as the blind “liberals” below obediently kneel before a stack of books.

CONCLUSION

Now that you understand the "how" behind the manufacturing of libtards, the next lesson to learn has to do with the "who" and the "why" behind this brainwashing of society's "best and brightest."

You see, there is indeed a deliberate purpose to this mass madness which has afflicted "the West," and until this conspiracy is exposed, laughing at libtards -- though fun and therapeutic -- will not
solve the problem. Ultimately, the string-pullers who control academia, the Fake News, and Hollywood need to be exposed. Only then, will we be able to cure the mental disorder of the libtard savants in our midst, and heal our broken societies.

Do you want to know who is behind this mass madness, and why? Read "Planet Rothschild: The Forbidden History of the New World Order" (2 volumes), and the other unique works of M S King. Your life may never be the same.

*Planet Rothschild: The Forbidden History of the New World Order*
Did you enjoy this little booklet?

Please write a review at Amazon
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